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Lena Family Ski Vacation

It was the day after Christmas and the Lenas were embarking on a ski vacation. The cars were Adverb

packed, the Thule rack was loaded up and everyone was eager to get on the Noun . The cars filed out of

the driveway on Bennoch road and headed to the mountains. The plan was to caravan down and have everyone

keep an Noun on each other as the weather was supposed to get Adjective . The second that they

got on the road, the snow started to fly and Mark exclaimed, " Noun - Plural !". What could be better than

fresh snow to Verb a ski vacation? Eager to make some Adjective turns on the ski hill, Meghan

took off, wheels screeching and forgot to keep an Noun on the others. About 1 hour into the 3 hour

drive, Mark realized that he had forgotten his boots at home. Swearing like a Noun , Mark spun the

Noun around and started to Verb back to Orono. Kathy exclaimed "I knew this was going to

happen!' Sean and Maya continued on, their car full of skis, books, knitting supplies, sewing Noun and

a whole lot of things they probably wouldn't use. When Mark and Kathy got home, they found Ryan

Verb - Present Tense on the couch in his pajamas, reading a book, doing a crossword puzzle and G-Chatting

with Marina all at the same time. He hadn't realized that everyone had left him! Mark Verb - Past Tense his

boots from inside, Ryan jumped in the car, and they sped off to the mountains to try to catch the other Lenas.

Meghan arrived to the ski house first and wondered where everyone had been. When she opened the

Noun , Sage Verb - Past Tense into the snow and and made friends with the other woodland

creatures. Sean and Maya arrived shortly thereafter, wondering where Mark, Kathy and Ryan were. Sean and

Maya decided to go skiing while Meghan tried to lure Sage back to the house with Noun .

Mark,



Kathy and Ryan Verb - Past Tense once they finally arrived to the ski house. They were so excited to have

arrived that they just left everything in the Noun and snuggled up by the fire.

The next morning, everyone Verb - Past Tense into their cars and headed up to the Noun for a day

of downhill skiing. They were so Adjective that they had a Thule rack on top of the car so that everyone

could fit in the car. When they arrived to ski, Mark looked at his keys and realized that he didn't have the key to

the Thule Box. " Proper Noun !" he exclaimed, along with a plethora of other expletives. Luckily the town

of Proper Noun had an emergency Thule Box unlocking task force, and the Lenas were soon on their way

up the chairlift.

Meghan found the first powder stash and exclaimed " Noun !" as she shredded through the fresh powder.

Ryan yelped " Noun !" as he followed her down. With newfound confidence, Kathy Verb - Past 

Tense the mountain and skied like a pro all the way down. Maya tried to keep up and be a Lena, but kept

falling and Verb - Present Tense .

That night, everyone sat around the table and Proper Noun Patti's Game. As they played, Mark would

laugh to himself because he was writing hilarious Noun - Plural . Everyone else started to Verb

because Mark was laughing. The Lenas erupted in uproarious laughter, throwing back beers and having a good

time.

It wouldn't be a Lena Family Vacation without many mishaps, and a lot of laughter!
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